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Bruntz Finds ’Sleepers’ In Proposals;
Hits Paltry Pay For Legislators
By SPEED GEDULDIG and LEONARD KREIDT
So you think you know what you voted for! We did too, but
found, upon checking, that we were deceived. Disillusionment came in
the office of Dr. George G. Brunt:, political science export, who
pointed out that all that glitters is not gold in regard to many of the
propositions placed before California voters.
"Voters have no one to blame
but themselves if they have lobbyists controlling their legislators in
Sacramento!" snapped Dr. Bruntz
in answer to queries concerning
Proposition No. 5, which would
have provided for pay increases
to he voted by the legislators for
themselves.
Legislators’ Pay Paltry
Present pay for legislators is a
paltry $1200 per year. Dr. Bruntz
pointed out that legislators on
committees have to spend most of
the year in Sacramento, thus neglecting their own businesses, and
$100 a month comes nowhere near
being adequate to pay expenses.
This makes it impossible for any
but the wealthy and near-wealthy
to even think of running for seats
.in the legislature.
"The proposition _ was tamed
dowa for the second UM because
the voters do not tewS their politicians with the phiVbr .to vote
their own pay Increases. However,
the Increases would have had to be
voted for the next legislature or
In the form of bonuses for the
previous one," Dr. Brunts explained.
I Smell Ham
"No one begrudges the aged
and blind a raise in pensions but
it is fortunate that Proposition No.
4 was defeated," declared Dr.
Bruntz. "Actually, ther4 was a
sleeper in the proposal which set
aside a fixed amount of state taxes
for the pensions, and purportedly
would have raised the pensions to
approximately $200 a month. This
was the old ’Ham ’n’ Eggs’ idea
with a new twist.:’
There

was

also a

sleeper in

Continued on page 7)

on Elected
Flying 20 Proxy
y Paxton, senior economics
major from San Jose, was elected
president of the Flying 20 club
Other members
Monday night.
elected to office include Carroll
Collier, secretary; and Walter M.
Ferrando, treasurer.
Paxton announced that membership in the organization is still
pen to any who are interested.
Men who want to join are urged
to contact Mr. Allen Israelson,
adviser, in B-18.
This Saturday members of the
club will be busy at the Santa
Clara valley airport where polishing and cleaning of the club plane
will get under way. Anyone who
wants to look at the plane is cordially invited by the club.
Next meeting for tl3e group will
be on November 15, he said.

New Faculty At
Informal Meet
faculty
appointed
Recently
members congregated yesterday
afternoon at 3:30 to discuss informally teaching particulars of
the college, according to Dr. Raymond Mosher, head of the Psychology department.

SJS Beats Stanford
In Water Polo Game
Frosh Yktors, 12-7
In a wild, rough-and-tumble
water polo game in the Spartan
pool last night, the San Jose Spartans scalped the Indians from
Stanford, 8-7. The game was nip
and tuck all the way and the Indians led until late in the third
quarter.
Stanford opened the scoring
spree midway In the first period
and a few minute’ later Norm
Keeler evened the count for the
Spartans. Borcher, the scoring
threat for the Imbues, teased in
the next counter. Norm Keeler
again flipped in a goal to tie It
up. With both sides playing a very
close defensive game, Mowers of
Stanford added another tally for
the Indians and again they went
into the lead. Bob Keeler slipped
one past the Indians’ goalie to
knot the score, 5-3, as the quarter ended.
The second quarter opened with
the same tactics employed by
both teams; close defensive play,
quick passing, and wild scrambles for the ball. Borcher tossed
in the first tally for Stanford with
Mower adding one right behind
him. Bob Keeler again scored for
the Spartahs and the half ended
with San Jose trailing, 4-5.
Bob Keeler Scores Three
It Was all Bob Keeler, as far
as the scoring goes, in the third
period. Bob tossed in three markers in this quarter that featured
fine team play by the Spartans.
Stanford opened the final period with Stokeley tossing in the
first goal and Gene Foley duplicated his feat by adding one to
the San Jose side of the scoreboard. Mower again scored for the
Indians to end the scoring.
This is the first win in four
games for the Spartans and it was
sweet revenge, as the Indians were
the frist team to down the Spartans. Fred Hanssen *wed one of
the finest games to date, and it
was largely due to him that
Borcher was held down in the
scoring column. Tom Daly saved
many a goal in his fine defensive
role. Howie Ruweeler fought for
control of the ball consistently and
fed the ball to the Keeler brothers.
Much praise should go to Al Grass,
Dave Thomson, and Gene Foley
for their fine play.
Frosh Win Number Eight
In the preliminary tilt, the San
Jose Frosh kept their undefeated
record intact by defeating Palo
Alto high school, 12-7. The Sparta.
babes found the Paly boys far
from easy in their eight win of
the season.

After-Game Dance
There will be a post-game dance
scheduled
by
Sigma
Gamma
Omega at Hillsdale tonight, announced chairman Howard Bru.
More than 40 couples are expected
to attend the celebration.

Number

.st

By CARL ONDERWZOD
The Brigham Young Cougars bseige Spartan stadium a% 8 p.m.,
where they will attempt to slow down the high powered San Jose
State grid juggernaut. The SRartans, who are riding the crest of a five
game winning streak, ars heavily favored to chalk up their sixth in a
row, but the invaders from Provo, Utah could make things interesting

Rally Committee
Slates Card Stunts La Tonle Urges Fall
For BYU Game
Grad Picture Signup
Card stunts will be featured at
the Brigham Yfflog game tonight
during the half. The section participating in the card flipping will
be section "J". AB students seated
ill this section are urged by Al
Itaffaelli, rally committee heed, to
wear rooters’ cop along with their
white skirt&
Other sections reserved for rooters are one-half of "I" and "K".
"It is desirable," he said, "that
rooters have porn porno to add to
the color of the rooting section."
Walt Jenvey did the brain work
on these stunts, which will be directed by Robert Johnson. The
first stunt will be the word "HI",
which will roll off into the next
one, "BYU".
The state of Utah will be pictured next, with the word "UTAH"
enclosed. Then the word "UTAH"
will disappear, and "BYU" will
take its place all the mil).
"LETS" "GO’"IITATE" will be
flashed as one sequence, with a
picture of a "SEAGULL" (Utah’s
state bird) following. "COP
DEAD" "BTU NEXT" will be
worked as go adipomos, Sri=
picture of linear, ’tower
the tricks for this game, explained
Armen Hanzad, publicity man for
the Rally committee.

Election May End
U. S. Opinion Polls
The complete failure of public
opinion pollsters to arrive in the
near vicinity of the correct presidential returns may end such polls.
remarked Dwight Bentel, journalism department head yesterday.
"If the power of public opinion
polls isn’t broken by the errors
committed at least it has been set
back more than a decade," he said.
"Such an occurrence as this happened to the Literary Digest poll
in the 1932 Roosevelt-Hoover election and it put the Digest pollsters
out of business."
Bentel expressed the opinion
that polls are still sound but that
they could have restraint placed
on them.

for the resident squad as San Jose
;nay be low after the COP battle.

BYU has &Isom somewhat simL
lar to the one Santa Barbara
fielded against the Golden Raiders
earlier this season. The Cougars
boast plenty of backfield speed in
All seniors who expect to gradu- such swift runners as Dave Chadate in December, are urged to sign wick and "Scotty" Deeds, but apup for graduation picture appoint- pear to have a weak line.
ments at the La Torre booth under
The Spartans forward wall is in
the library arch next week, Nov. 8 its best shape
since the beginning
through Nov. 12.
of the season, according to Line
The booth will be open from 9
Coach Bob Bronzan. Everyone, ina.m. to 3:30 p.m., every day.
cluding guards Joe Juliano and
"Prospective graduates will be Dick Harding who have been
given considerable leeway in se- forced out
of action because of
lecting an appointment time to fit various injuries,
are ready to go
their convenience," stated Bob
against the Cougars.
Moon, co-editor of La Torre. "Pictures will be taken by Wings’
Spartan Line Powerful
studio from 8 to 12 every mornThe line is rapidly turning into
ing, Monday, Nov. 15 through Sat- one of the most powerful units on
urday, Nov. 20."
the coast, and is particularly
l’Graduates must slim up at strong at ends. Against COP last
some time during the aliened week, regular flankmen Dean
week or forfeit their chance to Sophia and Mel Stein, as well as
have a picture In the 1949 La Junior Morgan and Billy Wilson,
Trirre," proclaimed Moon. "Dead- were outstanding. Morgan turned
lines make it necessary for us to in his best offensive effort of the
resort to these drastic measures." year, catching several crucial
Placement pictures will be taken passes, and Wilson broke through
at the same time, according to in- to dump Tiger backs for big losses
formation from the placement of- time after time.
fice.
Right tackle Jack Faulk played
one of the best games of his career
against Pacific. Little All-Coast
center, Bob Pifferini, tackles Harley Dow and weico- Bondi*** and
guards Dick Harding and George
Yell leaders for the freshman Reeves, to name a few, also have
class were elected yesterday in played great ball all year.
Freshman Orientation, according
Several Backs Injured
to Mr. Don Sevrens, adviser for
The Spartan backfield, however,
the Class of ’52.
Is in its worst condition of the
Elected head Yell leader was campaign, especially at the left
Iradel Loveless, while Laverne halfback spot. Captain Billy ParSchultz and Pat Kiddie were voted ton, who played such a bang-up
Into assistant positions.
game against the Tigers until he
Mr. Sevrens said there bas been was injured near the end of the
several changes in the room num- first half, and Bill "Birdlegs"
bers of the meeting places of the Schemmel, will definitely miss the
various freshman groups.
Cougar clash.
The schedule of meeting times
Right half chores will be split
and places as released by Mr.
Sevrens Is se follows: Group 1, among Mary Johnson, Steve
Monday at 8:80 p.m. In room 89; O’Meara, and Wes Fisher, all of
Group 2, Thursday In the Morris whom performed capably against
Dailey auditorium at 1:30 with Mr. COP.
Mono; Group 3, Friday at 9:30
Left half Fred Mangini is resun. In room 117 with Mr. Jacobs, covering from a badly bruised leg,
and Group 4, Friday at 11:30 In and should be ready for action
8-112 with Mr. DuseL
along with Al Cementina and
Harry Russell, both of whom
SENIOR OYEENITE! Nov. 20:: played a terrific defensive game
against Pacific.

Freshman Class
Gets Yel Leaders

VISHINSKY ATTACKS PRESIDENTS
STAND ON ATOMIC ENERGY CONTROL
PARIS(UP)--Soviet delegate
Andrei Vishinsky attacked President Truman’s position on international control of atomic energy
yesterday and said there was no
basis for agreement between the
East and the West.
Vishinsky spoke for 88 minutes
in opposition to a resolution endorsing the American control plan
for atomic energy. The resolution
also calls on the Big Five powers
and Canada to consult in the
coming year in search of a basis
for agreement.
He repeated the Soviet claim
that the American-led majority in
the UN represents the "inciters of
a new war." He also attacked the
Marshall Plan, asserting that the
recipients of a American aid were
being "Marshallized."
The assembly voted down, 40 to
6, Russia’s -counter-plan for simultaneous treaties prohibiting atomic
bombs and settling a still to be
negotiated system for atomic control

CIO Leader Predicts Bridges Will Re-open
Taft-Hartley Repeal Talks In ILW Strike
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 4(UP)
The sweeping Democratic victory
is a "mandate to the Democrats
to act quickly to wipe out repressive anti-labor legislation such as
the vicious Taft-Hartley Act, and
to do something positive about
high cost of living and housing,"
stated Irwin L. Deshetler, CIO
regional director.

SAN FRANCISCO
(UP)
Harry Bridges, CIO Longshoreman
chief, yesterday called a meeting
of his union’s negotiating committee for Saturday to reopen negotiations in the stalemated Pacific
Coast maritime strike.

Court Convicts Japs
Of Aggressive War

SEOUL
(UP)
American
Army officials yesterday denied
Korean press reports that one
American was killed Wednesday
when U.S. forces interceded in
Taegu to check a clash between
Korean police and constabulary.

TOKYO(UP)---The Far East
Military Tribunal convicted Japan
of waging aggressive war yesterday ill the opening pages of a
lengthy judgment containing the
verdicts and sentences in the war
crimes trial of former Premier
Hideki Tojo and 24 other war
leaden.

Yank Death In Korea
Denied By U. S. Army

"Foot" Ball’ Tonite !

(
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PLAIN TALK PAYS OFF
When Harry Truman slammed his fists on the speaker’s rostrum
in Philadelphia last July and shouted, "We’re going to win that election in November, and don’t you ever forget it!" no on* but Truman
was convinced.
When Hie President campaigned through thousands of cities and
whistle-stops, all of the experts and most of the rest of us laughed at
his plain talk. Democratic campaign managers hid their heads in embarrassment at Harris "political blunders."
Time after time Truman blasted the "no-good, do-nothing 80th
Congress," the Taft-Hartley 8111, Dewey’s high-spoken platitudes, while
GOPors chuckled and nudged one another in the ribs and Democrats
shuddered.
For a good part of the campaign tpur the President spoke in half
empty auditoriums and before silent audiences. Then suddenly he
caught fire. Hugss crowds gathered, "out of curiosity" wherever he
spoke exports said. The cries of "give ’em he/I, Harry" were heard
increasingly throughout the country. Enthusiastic folks became aroused.
Well, plain talk to plain folk paid’ off for Harry Truman, climaxing
the greatest one-man up-hill climb in modern politics.
it is a greet personal triumph for the President. But more important, it is great triumph for the people of the United States who
igeored the "experts," listened to the man himself, and then voted
him into office.

Democratic Upset
Puts U. S. In Stupor
. . .What Happened?
Anyone who had complete faith
in a Republican victory last Tuesday wants to know how Harry
Tr uma n surmounted the odds
against himself.
With a split party, a new party,
a low total vote and public opinion apparently pushing Truman to
the wall, the "little man" became
the man of the hour, overwhelming the Dewey-Warren team, in
what is -perhaps the largest political upset in American history.
The only equally surprising move
recently was probably Winston
Churchill’s defeat in England.
Actuaily, the odds against the
President were not as great as it
appeared. The events of the last
few months took their toll against
the losing party. The 80th Congress cooked its own goose each
time it gave the chief executive a
hard time.

Sessions Tag
Truman’s over-ridden veto on
the Taft-Hartley act discouraged
This is not for general readership. It is meant only for those who labor against the Reficiuf par-ty more than was apparent. At
Ilk, this country and who are glad to be here.
the special "do-nothing" session,
It is to suggest a new custom at our football games and other the problems of bonging, price
events which open with our national anthem. Those who have heard controls and others were left undone. Regardless of the "political
a host of free citizens spontaneously singing their national anthem trick" the session might have
know how magnificent it is. Those who have participated know some- been, urgent work needed to be
considered. It wasn’t, and the peothing more which does not need telling.
ple sympathized with Truman’s
This is not an appeal for a display of cheap, flashy chauvinism. active and seemingly sincere obIt is a suggestion that all those at The game tonight who are happy jections.
The farmers’ votes swung demoto be living in the USA lift up their voices in harmony with the pity- cratic probably in the belief that
ing of the "Star Spangled Banner."
that party would give the farmer
Those who don’t like it here, wellyou may stay silent but don’t price support.
The President’s active campaign
insult others by leaving your hat on. That is too much.
with foethright promises that people could grasp and understand
clearly overshadowed D e we y ’s
glittering generalities. The man
By JACK GOLDEN
who wouldn’t commit himself because he had it in the bag didn’t
really tell the people what he was
The Michigan Daily reveals that going to do.
Foreign students attending the
University of Michigan are amaz- the foreign students find the idea
One Party Wins
ed at the friendly relations exist- of a student having a cup of cofing between faculty and students. fee with a professor just too fanSweeping democratic successes
In Europe, students usually con- tastic. Many of them think the in the base and Senate and most
sider the faculty member a being faculty-student corneraderie one of the governorships indicate the
to be avoided and left in superior of America’s distinguishing fea- desire of the nation to have one
tures.
academic realms.
unified party run the affairs of

PROVE YOURSELF

HEAR FROM THERE

TONIGHT!
After Game Dance

THRUST and
PARRY
Spartan Opinion Poll?
Of all the asinine reasons (or
should :’ say lack of reasons?) for
voting or not voting for a man!
I thought college students were
supposed to think! " . . . because
we need a goodlooking first lady."
" . . No party should remain
In power for 16 years ,unless it’s
the Republican." " . . . because I
know a man that roomed with
him at the U. of Michigan." "I’m
a staunch supporter of the Democratic ticket." "I don’t like Dewey’s appearance."
My God! This sounds like tripe
that grammar school kids would
say. If didn’t have better reasons
than these to vote for a person, I
wouldn’t even bother to register.
College students are going to
be leadersor so we are told. All
rightlet’s lead. But to lead, one
must first think. Do these reasons sound like any thought was
put out? I think it is all very
ASH 5373.
disgusting.

government. The last two years
are a good example of misdirected
energy between both major parties in fighting each other.
The weak Wallace vote may
have aided Truman. An anticipated ten mulles Third Party
votes dwindled to about a million.
Some people changed their minds.
The Dixiecrats only made a dent
in the Democratic vote and did
not stop the President from succeeding himself.
Polling the polsters to find out
what they have to say about the
upset in predictions is the new
trend. It might be that that undecided vote favored Truman; and
it might be that the polsters do
not know how to poll correctly
people of the lower income brackets. Most likely it’s that "quirk
of a people’s mind that happens
once 164 century."
JUST 2 BLOCKS OFF CAMPUS
But a big point has been won
in the name of democracy. When
atR1466
;e"fi
a well-oiled Dewey-Warren team
cannot crash into a people’s vote,
we’ve got a -democracy that works Agrif "

"FOOT" BALL
Friday -- Nov. 5

aIt

AINT & WALLPAPER CO.
0114.

1118V

Just Opened

SPARTAN CLUB
605 Keyes Street near

All

Spartan Stadium

Kinds of Soft Drinks

nchaladis and Tamales Coming Soon
Make Your Reservations for Your Birthday Party
Phone Col. 5787-W between 5 and 6
NO COVER CHARGE

1144-3--

Nbin gID ju41

at Ceaderbrook Park
12th and Keyes Streets
3 Blocks from Spartan Stadium
4

Music by Don McCaslin’s Combo
I hope that’s Bill
fate this week’s Delta’s
After-Game Dance

ROOIS

prof

FIRST AND SANTA CLARA
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Pledgemaster
Guides
Sunday Ceremony To Initiate
Novice Group Group Into Alpha Chi Omega
Friday, November 5, 1948

SOCIETY CORNER
Wedding Bells Ring Again;
Ceremonies Unite Spartans
Mangold-Haddon
A romance which began seven
years ago in Newport High school,
was culminated early this spring
when Miss Holly Mangold, former
student at the University of Southera California, and Jack Haddon, press photography major,
were married in San Gabriel mission, San Gabriel, Calif.
The marriage, which took place
March 29, was followed by a horeymoon in Santa Barbara.
Haddon has resumed his studies at San Jose State college,
and has been appointed chief ’photographer for the Spartan Daily.
The young couple is residing on
S. First street in San Jose.

Prather-Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Taylor are
making their home in San Jose
following their marriage in the
Sacred Heart church of Willow
,Glen 0ct.-23.
A reception was held ’for the
newlyweds at the Willow Glen
home of the bride’s parents. After
greeting friends and relatives the
couple left for a honeymoon in
Cannel.
Mrs. Taylor, the former Wilburta Prather, attended San Jose
State college before her marriage.
Taylor is a junior commerce
student here, and plans to continue his studies.

Cassella-Carson
Miss Elinor Casella,

and Don
Carson, both former students at
San Jose State college, became
Mr. and Mrs. Saturday, Oct. 16,
in Trinity Episcopal church of
San Jose.
Miss Connie Lobono, sophomore,
attended the bride and Ambrose
Haggard, journalism major, was
attendant for the groom.

Vartanian-Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop C.
Brown are making their home In
San Jose after their marriage in
Springfield, Mass., last July. Following the ceremony the couple
honeymooned on a motor trip
through Maine, New Hampshire,
and finally California.
Mrs. Brown, the former Vivian
Vartanian, is employed in the office of Dean Elder, and her husband is a sophomore education
student here.

Eta Epsilon Holds
Formal Initiation

Seventeen men entered the first
Ceremonies to be held Sunday,
stages of pledging into Theta Chi Nov. 7, in the Spartan room of
last Wednesday evening at the the Hotel Sainte Claire at 3 p.m.
fratrnity house at 253 S. Eighth will initiate six active and 25
street.
alumnae members of Beta Gamma
Pledgemaster Harry Schumann CM into Alpha Chi Omega. 1Pledgwill guide the following through Mg ceremonies at the Gamma
the pledge period: Vernon Berg- Eta chapter house will precede the
strom, James Bohannon, Jim Bow- initiation and buffet supper honman, John Britto, Mark Brown oring new members will conclude
Jr., Edward Case, Neil Christian- the day’s activities.
Alpho Chi initiates to the active
sen, Ty Cowen, Bill Drennon, Don
Faneuf, Ambrose Haggard, Ar- chapter include Barbara Knighton
men Hanzad, Bill Lemon, Herbert Grischey, Dee Alameda, Beverly
Patnoe, George Stratton and Jim Ricketts, Eleanor Johnson, Jean
Kinney, and Betty Kinney.
Van Houten.
Pat Bodwell, publicity chairman
for the group, announces that
Jane Askee, a visiting Alpha Chi
from UCLA, will take part in the
Sunday ceremonies.
A joint dinner party was held
Mrs. F. A. Frick, new house- with Kappa Alpha fraternity by
mother for Sigma Kappa, was
presented an orchid corsage last
Sunday at ai%informal tea held in
her honor b*’members of the sorority.

Kappas Hold Tea
For Housemother

The purpose of the tea was to
help Mrs. Frick become acquainted with the housemothers of the
other sororities on campus. Representatives of the different sororities also attended.

Palo Alto alumnae assisted with
serving and decorations for the
tea, which took place In the Sigma Kappa house at 168 S. 1 1 th
Eta Epsilon, home economics street
club, held formal Initiation set
vices Monday evening in room SENIOR OVERNITE: Nov. 20!!
five of the Home Economics department.
Forty neopoytes took part in
the candlelight ceremony. Elizabeth Naylor, president; June Winters, vice president; Erni Lou Riedle, secretary; and Norma George,
treasurer, conducted the services.
A business meeting was held, at
which it was decided to follow
tradition and make children’s toys
for the Spartan Daily Christmas
An August wedding date has toy drive.
been set by Elizabeth Head and
Alfred E. Wegner. A dinner-party
at the home of the bride-elect in
Spreckles served to announce the
engagement of the couple.
Miss Head is a junior general
elementary major, and her future
husband will enroll soon as a
student in architecture.

3

A Chi 0 members Nov. 1. Dinner
was served at the Seventh street
sorority house, followed by dessert, dancing, and singing at the
Kappa Alpha house on Tenth
street.
Alumnae mothers of Alpha CM
Omega were feted at a party last
Wednesday given by alumnae for
the active members. Mrs. Alice E.
Hill, Mrs. Mona Brown, and Mrs.
Betty Hutcheson were guests of
honor. The mothers r ec el v ed
flowers from the group in appreciation of their aid in decorating
the Gamma Eta house.
This week Alpha Chi members
are wearing their sorority’s colors to celebrate the installation
of Gamma Theta chapter at the
University of Maryland. The new
chapter is the 73rd to join the
national sorority.

The Five Spot
Drive-Ins

San Jose

Los

Campbell

Gatos

Home of the Deluxe Hamburger

Couples Reveal
Marriage Plans
Elizabeth Head

1

HOLIDAY
An Adventure in

if

PARTY-FLARE. . . black
taffeta with graceful full skirt

Robert Keller
’The engagement of Miss Virginia Tamke, of San Francisco,
and Robert E. Keller, senior class
president, was announced at a recent meeting of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, when Keller passed cigars.
Keller is a senior business administration major. Other social
affiliations include Blue Key and
Tau Delta Phi.
A June wedding is planned by
Miss Tamke and Keller.

edged

in

tiny

accordion

the hemline. Mary Lou
Meyers modeling.

$29.98
0
Hoop Underskirt, $7.96

What Are Your Car Requirements
for 1948?
DO YOU NEED A GOOD USED CAR?
For a better deal, state students, contact your campus
representative Bert Mason
at the corner of Auxerais
and Market. Bal. 1442,

1946 Choy. Tudor

$1745

1941 Oki. I Seel

$995

1946 Ford Convt.

$1776

Simi.
Svel

$1095
$1645

1942 Olds 6
1946 Ford

1

1940 Plymouth Sod

$795

SAN JOSE FORD SALES CO.
logemeememandMES

re,

pleats with a big bow at

AomplanimixemilmilMomminsOlomilemainillk

Market and Auxerais

,trio

Ballard 1442

Hart’s - Formals - Second Floor

(
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Is This Art?

Barbering is!

PARTANS COU

Spartan Stadium Seer

Barbering, like painting, requires
the work of an artist. You
are never in doubt about
a work of art at . . .

SAN JOSE STA1
Vs.
BRIGHAM YOUNC

FRANK TRAPANI’S

ESQUIRE BARBER SHOO
36W. San Fernando
Sportsman’s Center

flsone Col. 437-W
For Appointment

Spartan Stadium
Probable Affendai

PROBABLE STARTIN

JOE and JANE COLLEGE

SAN JOSE STATE
49 Morgan
54 Dow
59 Bondietti
35 Pifferini
34 Harding
55 Faulk
58 Uptia
32 Menges
27 Johnson
48 Mangini

Have switched to

The

DEN
SPAGHETTI
ENCHILADA
CHILI

RGL
RTL
REL..
QB

ERR
1.

SAN JOSE
SQUAD L

San Fernando St.
rear of Barber Shop

ab W.

In

Pos.
LER
LRT
LGR

Westward Ho!
IT’S ARCHIE’S . . .
for tasty, tantalizing STEAKS!!

A shirt for hiking
or plain lading.
Joe Garofalo’s

ST. CLAIRE CLOTHING SHOP
Columbia 37

74 West San Carlos

Parton, h
Mendonsa, h
Sempronio, Is
Fisher, W., h
Schimmel, Is
Dambacher, h
Sensenbaugh, q
Johnson, M., Is
Camentina, h
Russell, Is
Menges, q
Juliano, g
Harding, g
36 Pifferini, c
36 Valclastri, c

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
32
33
34

EVERYTHING

Ballard 8099

FOR THE

SPORTSMAN
"Meet you at Dave’s"

BREAKFAST
LUNCHES
A LA CARTE DINNERS
SHORT ORDERS
ACROSS FROM WOMEN’S GYM
7th AND SAN CARLOS STREETS

Guns

Ammunition

Tennis

Fishing Tackle
Winter Sports

Golf

Camping Equipment

GORDON’S

SPORT SHOP

121 E. SAN FERNANDO (Botweon 3rd and 4th)
-4************************

To the Winner of this week’s
FOOTBALL CONTEST:
One $3 Merchandise Order
ir************************

Dianevi, q
Persha, e
Stain,.
Reeves, g
Wismar:, g
Hovig, g
Mangini,
Morgan,*

li

50 Edminster.a
51 Fisher, D.,
52
53
54
55
56
58

Score
SPARTANS
COUGERS

546 South Second Street

7 cm. to 10 p.m.
Open to Midnight Game Night

41
42
43
45
46
47
48
49

38 Finnegan, q
39 Donaldson,f

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE

SUNNYLAND
FOUNTAIN

40 Martin, t

Keene,
Agee, t
Dow, t
Faulk, t
O’Meara,
Sophia,*

1

_

2

BRIGHAM YOUNG
I
2
3
4

5
6
7
9
10
II
12

Alger, r
Millet, Is

20 Bushore,
21 Berry, h

Pullen, c
Lloyd, h
Roundy, Is
Curry, Is
Hrper, f
Chadwick, h
Elkins’s. h
Gillespie, rg
Magleby,
Deeds, Is
Patton, rg

22 Hamblin, h
2234 Haycock, C
26 Anderson, rg
2 Hill, c
257

13
14 Hardy,

15 Clark,
Lindstrom,
1167 Eccis.
q c
18 Long,
19 Kollar, Is

32 TTrheisel., ifg
29 Hamblin, Ig
3280 Carroll,
33 Eg bort, re
31 Aitken, rt
Dailey, rg
Dimick, 19
34 Benson,
35 Osborne, f
36 Oliver, It
37 Norden,
38 Deeds, e

GAME NEXT FRIDAY, NOV. I
soneminmel".."..iimee

ASK OUR CAMPUS

DICK O’D
Aboi

NciAitzti
To This Week’s Winner of the

Football Contest
Your Choice of a Beautiful
BOUQUET OR CORSAGE

JACKETS
SHIRTS
SWEAT
SUIT!
S L4

Two convenient locations to serve you
22 E. SAN FERNANDO

1040 THE ALAMEDA
FLOWERS BY WIRE

PREVIOUS GAME SCORE
1946
1947

San Jose 14, Brigham Young 0
San Jose 28, Brigham Young 19

Chas. C. Navlef Co.
(SINCE IRIS)

FLOWERS OF DISTINCTION

WE SPECIALI
NEW BOLD LO(

.PARKER HA

94 South Second Street

"The SMART Store f

-

sw-sr

t

e"..:

’

-

IIIGARS TANGLE

FORTY-NINER
A hard finish all-wool worsted suit
that wiN outlook and outvrear far
more expensive suits. Compare
with suits selling up to $16 morel
Single and doubl brisasted.

$49

Let’s Make It a Date!

TOPCOATS, TOO!

Stadium, 8:15 p.m.
kttendance
10,000

Choose from coverts and gsbardins! It’s the fop selection at
anywhere near Ono price. Slip ono
on. Soo for yourself!

$49

_E STARTING LINEUPS
BRIGHAM YOUNG
Long (8
Holt 47
Dalley 32
Hill 25
Hamblin 22
Merrill 50
Weidauer 52
Eccles 17
Bushore 20
Benson 34

Pos.
LER
LRT
LGR
RGL
RTL
REL
QB
Ft

Special! SLACKS
All-wool gabardine slacks, identical in .very respect with those
selling for as much as $15.96.
Browns and tans.

$1165
BILL SWASEY
Campus Representative

LEON JACOBS

I JOSE STATE
SQUAD LIST
tertin, f
*nevi, q
’nit& e
tein,
loves, g
Viemers, g
lovig, g
h
iforgen,
dminster, e
isher, D., g
C
1goe, t
low, t
sulk, t
)1.1eare, Ii
()phis,

59 Bondietti, g
61 Hughes,g
62 Lindsey, f
63 Allen, t
66 Covey, c
66 Smith,
67 Voris, c
68 Lercari, g
70 Picchetti, g
71 Miller, t
73 Whelehan,
74 Lankas,
76 Bischoff, c
77 Silva, f
79 Wilson,
300 Linn, k

4

39
40
41
42
43
44
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

BRINGING YOU ALL THE FOOTBALL BROADCASTS

JOSE BOWL
"Home of the Spartan BOwling Classes"
Bal. 8423

Total

I
I
I
I
YOUNG UNIVERSITY

ushore,
6rry, h
lemblin
leycock,19
1nderson, rg
C
hiel, f
temblin, Ig
:erroll,
ree, Ig
gbert, re
itk.n, rt
Palley, rg
limick, Ig
enson,
hborne, f
Miver, If
leerden, q
lied:,

79 SO. FIRST ST.

after the game
Enjoy a Little Bowling
with
"DUFFY" PAIVA
at

172 W. SANTA CLARA
3

5

MEET THE FAMOUS

cene of Clash Tonight
STATE COLLEGE
Vs.
DUNG UNIVERSITY
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Bills, rt
Maglekty,
Kinder, Ig
Stone,
Christopulos, rg
Kimball, It
Oldroyd, rt
Holt, rt
Latimer, If
Stahl’, It
Merit’, It
VanNoy,
Weidauer,
Wood, f
Smith, 19
Ew.lI, c
Wolyorton, rg

AY, NOV. I2SAN DIEGO STATE

DUTCH MILL
Open Until 12

CREAMERY
183 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE

ACROSS FROM
STUDENT UNION

ATTENTION!

No. 13th and Gish Rd.

Phone Col. 9414

FRI.-SAT., NOV. 5-6

Tue.-Wed.-Thur., Nov. 9-10-11

Students who eat dinner out
weekdays or Sunday

Up In Central Park

Naked City

Doanna Durbin, Dick Hayrnos.
Plus

* Special dinners on Sunday

Feudin’, Fussin’ And A’Fightin’
Donald O’Connor

Barry FiNgsrald
Plus

Philo Vance Returns

Sorvod Daily, 6 to 8
nimminnoinaminntanummintemonenammitnnot

4MPUS REPRESENTATIVE

SUN.-MON., NOV. 743

Delicious HOME COOKED Meals

UNCONQUERED

Steaks, chops, homemade chili

Three CoursesOnly 85c

Gary Cooper, Paulo++, Goddard
In Tochnicolor
Plus

O’DONNELL
About

WHEN A GIRL’S BEAUTIFUL

DAILY ’LUNCHEON

KETS
IRIS
SWEATERS
SUITS
SLACKS
SPORT COATS
HOSIERY

50

PICK THE SCOREWIN A PRIZE!
CONTEST OPEN_TQ_ Au. S. UT

cents
Also Fine Homemade Chill

DONUTS and COFFEE

15
Donuts To Go!

This contest is open to all members of the student body. If you are
th efirst to pick the correct score of tonight’s game (or pick the closest
score) you will win the prizes offered by an advertiser on this page
today. So, put on your thinking caps, Spartans, and submit your entry
Fight away. Entries will be taken by a member of the Daily ad staff
located at the booth near the main entrance to the quad. Remember,
the sooner you submit your entry, the better your chance of winning.
My guess on the score of the San Jose-Brigham Young football game,

Made Tend’r Fresh

’ECIALIZE IN THE
LD LOOK FOR MEN

HATHAWAY
et

Columbia 9094

kRT Store for SMART Men"
latoswwelossolowermeeftewemosolotosollsw

CLIP OUT THIS ENTRY BLANK

Three Times Daily

My guess on the score olf the San Jose-Puget Sound football

SPARTAN DONUT SHOP
125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

tonight, is: Brigham
NAME.

Ent

San Jose State
A.S.B. No.

(Meeiefrint)

No

(Don’t fill in this space)
must
be in by 5 p.m. today.
This entry

Pio*
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SPARTAN FROSH BATTLE
SANTA CRUZ SEAHAWKS
TONIGHT IN TURF CLASH WAA Archery Club
Football first year men from San Jose State college, jubilant as
a result of their 13 to 7 subjugation of the San Louis Obispo All Stars
last week, will trot turfward tonight to engage the highly regarded
Santa Cruz Seahawks in an 8 o’clock resort city contest.
"The Seahawks have a big, rough team," Coach Tom Cureton

L

emphasized, "but if the frosh play
good football, we could beat them.
Their size and experience will be
pitted against our youth and
speed," he added.

The Santa Cruz eleven is an Indepednent team which has several
college fresh squads on Its schedule. They hold a 14 to 18 victory
over the University of San Francisco Don freshman, a team which
the locals struggled to a scoreless
tie with earlier this season.
Spartan signal
Avila,
John
barker, will start at the quarterback spot, and Phil Saunders will
hold down the fullback position.
Left half Faus Smyth, and right
half John Steele are nominated to
complete the ball carrying com-

bina t ion.
At left end, Jim Wilkinson will
start, and Lou Agnelli will operate
on the opposite end of the line.
Val Donaire Is scheduled to be
the commencing center, and will
be flanked by guards Ray Fisher
and Chuck DeSalvo. Al Marbury,
left tackle, and Hal McGill, right
tackle, will round out the first
eleven.
This will be the Spartan plebes
fourth encounter of the campaign,
and their record to date reads one
victory, one loss, and one tie. By
defeating the San Louis Obispo All
Stars, they accomplished something Ske other squads could not
do. In N’Ve outings, the losers had
allowed only six points to be
scored against them.

Will Shoot Today;
All Girls Invited

"If you are interested in wielding a bow and arrow, ’come out
to the WAA Archers club today
at 10:30," Virginia Heseman, manager of the group, said today.
The Archery club Is open to all
women student body members who
are interested In the sport. Miss
Heseman emphasized the fact that
no experience is necessary.
"Perhaps the only bow and arrow you have seen was the one
Errol Flynn used in the movie
"Robin Hood," she said, "but if
it looks like fun to you, be on the
San Carlos turf on Friday between
10:30 and 12:30."
Plans will be set at this meeting
for the beginning, intermediate
and advanced tournaments to start
next week. Equipment is furnished
by the physical educatinn department, she said.

OBFUSCATED ORACLES’ OMNISCIENT OUTLOOKS
S.D.S.
vs.
F.S.
S.D.S.
11-14
Wechter, 41-1 (.1120)_
S.D.S.
Daniels, 31-11 (.710).._......--14-6
S.D.S.
20-13
Underwood, 36-14 (.720)
S.D.S.
114
Roan, 36-14 (.720)
F.S.
20-14
Blackmon, 35-15 (.700)
F.S.
20-11
Wilson, 35-15 (.700)..._
S.D.S.
14-13
Parnay, 27-13 (.175)._
S.D.S.
5-2
17-13
Consensus, 31-11 (.70)
NAME

U.C.S.B.
C.O.P.
vs.
vs.
Montana Cal Aggies
U.C.S.B.
C.O.P.
20-7
11-13
U.C.S.B.
C.O.P.
74
34-13
U.C.S.8.
C.O.P.
26-14
34-7
U.C.S.B.
C.O.P.
14-6
33-19
5.11.
C.O.P.
27-20
24-13
C.O.P.
27-19
27-13
U.C.S.I.
C.O.P.
34-0
043
C.O.P.
7-0
7-0
21-11
31-12

S.J.S.
vs.
11.Y.U.
S.J.S.
3544
S.J.S.
36-6
5._i -S.
0.13
S.J.S.
33-14
SJS
47-14
S.J.S.
41-7
48-7
SJS
7-0
40-11

C.P.
vs.
S. Fran. St.
S.F.S.
20-7
C.P.
21-12
C.P.
2411
21-14
14-13
S.F.S.
11-7
S.F.S.
20-13
CP
4-3
1141

Army
Vs.
Stanford
Army
20-11
Arm!
Am
20.14
Army
39-14
Arrra

Army
r.721-26
Army
7-0
27-15

W.S.C.
vs.
O.S.C.
W.S.C.
10-7
0-S.C.
16-6
W.S.C.
19-13
W.S.C.
7-6
W.S.C.
21-6
W.S.C.
20-13
0-S.C.
14-13
W.S.C.
6-2
14-11

S.C.U.
vs.
Nev.
Nev.
13-14
Nev.
34-21
Nev.
27-13
Nev.
20-12
Nev.
2744
S.C.U.
27-26
Nev.
41-13
Nev.
6-I
30-16

Illinois
VI.
Iowa
Iowa
11-14

Texts
vs.
Baylor

20-7
Ill.
20-13

1740
T
14-7

20-13

With this column on the 1942
season, I will conclude a six-year
history of San Jose State college
football which started with the
1937 campaign.
After losing 29 men via graduation and the
armed services,
and Co a c h Ben
Winkelman to
the Army, Spartan footballers
were not as
Seven Wins, Two Loses
strong as usual
for insuing operAs a result, the moleskins and
ations.
jerseys were packed away after
Glen S. (Tiny) seven wins and two loses had been
Hartranft, w h o recorded. A total of 183 digits
replaced Winkel- were racked up in comparison to
‘DANIELS
man, had 10 only 46 markers for the opposisquadmen and two regulars as a tion. The Staters had to be satisnucleus for his turf machine. Back fied with a second in the CCAA
to bolster the carriers were Bert race.
Robinson, Bill Rhyne, and Allan
Linemen such as Gray McConHardlsty, and they were scheduled nell, Charles Cook, Wilbur Wool,
to receive foremost support from Woody.. Gibson,.. George.. Hearn,
Bill Parton, George Foote, Bill Hans Wiedenhofer, Hal Crisler,
Perry, and Wes Fisher.
Joe Juliano, and Frank Roberts
The Gold and White trekked to contributed much to Spartan sucthe Southland for their inaugural cess. All of these men helped San
with Pomona, and ground out a Jose State college compile an ac88 to 6 triumph. Then Whittier, ceptable record in the last season
Occidental, and College of Pacific before World War II had reached
were trampled before the locals a climax.
ran into the University of San
And so with this edition, I have
Francisco Dons. The Hilltoppers attempted to touch on the high
proved too strong for our spirited spots of the most outstanding pre_
Spartans, and a 20 to 13 setback war seasons of varsity football at
was the result.
Washington Square.

I

III.

3443
lowa
28-7
Ill.
20-13

14-0

SATURDAY NIGHT, NOV. 6TH

27-21
T
74
S
14-13
I
4-3
14-12

Ill.

21-13
Ill.
5-2
23-16

STATE COLLEGE’S OWN

FREDDIE

USHERS’ CHECKS IN
BUSINESS OFFICE.

Costume Jewelry in Town
The WAA Hockey club will be
hostess to 30 players from San E 10 E. SAN FERNANDO COL 853
"Tb. personal Interest shop"
Francisco State college this after- E
niIlllIlulIIuuiIliluillIlIIluilIlluIllllIIillr
noon at 3:30, according to Carol
Nystuen, manager. The SFS hockey teams will meet two of the
local group’s best teams on the
San Carlos turf.
Accompanying the visitors will
be Mrs. Helen Ogilvie, the former
We Are Here To Give You Service
Helen Jacobs of San Jose State.
U-SAVE 31/2 cents per gal.
She Is now on the faculty at San
ON ETHYL GAS
Francisco State.
Following the games, refreshments will be served by the local
girls. Mary McNeil, Lee Childs,
and Beverly Warnke are in charge.

Hi-Ya,
Guys and Gals!

SAAVON

SERVICE STATION
4th and William St.
Bal. 5881
San Jose

Nine Spartans have failed to
pick up their pay checks for serv- SEklOR OVERNITE: Nov. 20!!
ice as ushers at the San Jose
State-Nevada game, according to
Stu Inman, usher captain. The
checks are in the Business office,
room 16.
They are: Elmo C. Brown, John
Director of Athletics "Tiny"
David
Chesly Douglas,
Cody,
Libby,
Alan
Lefler,
conducting
Down, Ruel
John Pricolo, Sam Schaeffer, and
Richard Verner.

N MEXICO

All Students Admitted for 25c
with Student Body Cards before
9 p.m.
Dancing 9-1

A warning printed in the "Oak
Leaf" advising Santa Rosa junior
college students against investing
in the Stock Market, gave the
experiences of one investor as a
horrible example.
It seems that the stock marketeer had purchased 100 shares
of National Underwear stock during the early twenties. Then, in
’29, a terrible thing happened to
National Underwear. The bottom
fell out.

CLOTHES

WASHED & DRIED

Return
Dec.
7th.

IN LESS THAN AN HOUR
Completely Automatic
_ Soap Free
No Parking Problem
Study While Waiting
LAUNDROMAT EQUIPPED

HALF-HOUR
LAUNDRY
Col. 9794-W Bayshore II McKee Rd.

......
....
..
?

SUNDAY MORNING
WORSHIP SERVICE - II

First Christian
Church

Clarence W. Franz, Minister
80 S. 5th St.

.

JERRY DAVIS TRAVEL SERVICE
9540

.
.*
i
.
.

Worship Service 11:00 a.m.
"I Plight Thee My Faith"
COLLEGE FELLOWSHIP 6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
"The Price of Peace
Edgar H. Brat:flay, Pastor

;St Paul’s Methodist
..i
Church
.*..
v
V

:

2nd and San Carlos
Come and be a part of our
church family.

First Baptist
Church

Second and San Antonio
Under the Neon sign "JESUS SAVES"
FR1ENDSHIP-FELLOWSHIP
SUNDAY SERVICES
Bible School - 9:30 a".
: Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
:
Evening Service - 7:30 p.m.
: YOUNG PEOPLES GROUPS FOR
:". COLLEGE AND MARRIED COUPLES
6:15 P. M,

.

.

There is a welcome
awang
iti you

a.m.
"New Dreams for Oldl"
.’.
SUNDAY COLLEGE CLUB 9:45 a.m.
*.
C.Y.F. 7:00 p.m.
*.
...
’.,

.. : ... : . :.: . : .. ea es

Church
Directory

Church School 9:45 a.m.
(Class for college students)

ALL RESERVATIONS EXCLUSIVE WITH

W. San Carlos (Hotel Ste. Claire Bldg.)

t
.:.
v. .
..

eleill..:Weeee:4:elliWeem:411.411::

SUNDIY PROGRAM

Como on this big San Jose State "Victory Tour
All lncusive
Personally Conducted
As reservations are limited you should book now.

78

. ieeeil
i

.:

Nita life
trip
Pyramids
of the Sun
and Moon
Floating
Gardens
Tana
Cuernavaca
Hotel,
Cars and
Meals
And
much
morel

The
Game
Doc.
4th.

55 N. Third St.

:
V

SAN JOSE STATE
U. OF MEXICO

Depart
Doc.
2nd.

Majestic Ballroom

?

Hartranft

ROSS

and His Fine Dance Orchestra

FRAT SIX-MAN GRID S. F. S. GIRLS WILL = TROPICAL ART E
-5
& GIFT SHOP
TEAMS IN HI GEAR PLAY HOCKEY HERE = Best Selection of Reasonably Priced El.
Results of three weeks of play
in the fraternity touch -tackle football league: Phi Sigma Kappa, 12;
Pi Beta Sigma, 0; Theta Chi, 24;
SGO, 12; SAE, 18; Phi Beta Sigma,
6; DTO, 30; APO, 0; Theta Chi 6,
and Kappa Alpha, 0.
In a non-league "crucial" Theta
Mu Sigma’s rugged six-man team
overcame the stubborn Spartan
Daily Reds, 24-43, for their third
straight win.

But one defeat did not hinder
Hartranft’s eleve n, and they
stormed back in the confines of
Spartan Stadium to down the Alameda Coast Guard. Two more trips
to the gridiron netted two more
conquests, San Diego State and
McClelland Field suffering these
reversals. With only one blot on
their schedule, Fresno was invaded
for the last debacle of the year.
When the final gun reported, the
Bulldogs had survived with a 6 to
0 victory.

By CLIFF DANIELS

.. ..
.:
:

..

SUNDAY SERVICES
Holy Communion
I I a.m. Morning Prayer
(Holy Communion lit Sunday
of month)
7:30 a.m.

CANTERBURY CLUB

7:30 p.m.

Trinity Episcopal
Church
7:30 p.m.
Second and St. John

Centeno Methodist
’
Church .
’
S. Second at Reed Sts.

SUNDAYS
College Class 9:45 a.m.
Discussion Hour 6:30 p.m.
Morning Worship 11:m.
00 c
Evening Service 7:30 p.m.
PLAYNIGHT IN GYM
Mondays 7:30 p.m.

V
.
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?
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Moth Molesters Turkey Day Dinner More On
To Pay Heavy Fine To Fete Students PROPOSITIONS
In Pacific Grove, Calif., you
A
can
be fined ;500 and sentenced to a
six-month term if you catch or
molest a butterfly.
A recent article "Butterfly
Town, USA," declares that one of
the strangest phenomena of nature
takes place in the Califorpia town.
For years, and with uncanny accuracy, 1,000,000 Monarcb butterflies have migrated there for the
winter.
The fragile creatures travel In a
body more than 5,000 miles sad
always seek the same grove of
pine trees that their ancestors
sought before them. Starting In
Alaska, the Monarchs fly the most
direct route, picking up brother
butterflies through Canada and
northern United States. For the
final lap, they wing over 20 miles
of sea.
In midwinter, the streets, lawns
and homes of Pacific Grove are
covered with golden wings. The
Monarchs fly only in daylight,
traveling a little above treetops,
usually in scattered groups, never
halting individually.
The city fathers of Pacific Grove
enacted protective ordinances and
today the town can rightly be
called, "Butterfly Town, USA."

College Band Plans
Rotation Marches
San Jose State college’s classy
marching band, after a flawless
performance at Lodi, has been
busily preparing for tonight’s appearance at Spartan stadium.
The gold-clad musicians will, for
the first time, rotate while Playing fight songs of the competing
schools. A rotating block B Y will
be formed while the Cougar’s pep
song is being played. Then, still
marching, the band will go into a
block S J and play the Spartan
fight song.

Announcements I
SENIOR CLASS DANCE: Friday night in men’s dm after the
game. 25c per person.
STUDENTS
LUTHERAN
ASSN.: Sunday, 4 p.m., Inunanuel
Lutheran church, 345 S. Market
St. Wiener roastall Luthern students cordially invited.
CHANNING CLUB: Sunday
7:30 p.m., Unitarian church, 160
N. Third. Discussion topic: "Does
Our Philosophy Influence Our Behavior?"
SEEKERS: Sunday, 6:30 p.m.,
First Methodist church. Panel:
Mrs. Bryant, Rev. Pressfield, and
Dr. Bird.
DELTA ZETA: See bulletin
board in the home ec. bldg., room
18 for Saturday’s work-shift assignment.
SOJOURNERS CLUB: Monday,
7 p.m., meet in front of Police
School to go to dinner meeting.
YMA: Today. Discuss ways and
means for Sunday’s rally.
CAL VETS: Attendance slips
for November are due at the VA
office before Nov. 10.
WAA ARCHERY: Today, 10:30
to 12:30 on field. All interested
are invited. Come out and learn.
ENGR. SOCIETY: Today, 11:30
a.m., S-210. Film will be shown
and plans made for social gettogether.
CSTA: Dues payable to Merle McCord or in education office, room
61.

PAR PHOTO
SERVICE
Photo Supplies - Finishing
61 E. Seats Oars Sheol
Advertisonant

Personal
Dear Joe:
So glad GREENE & SCOIT
TRAVEL SERVICE brought us together for Xmas. Let’s hays a
party at Aunt Minnie’s place!
Tell all your friends to phone
BALLARD 580 and have GREENE
& SCOTT make their Air Reservations. Act quickly, before all
planes are full. Remember now
GREENE & Set.Yrf TRAVEL
SERVICE. 40 West San Antonio,
Ballard 580.
Susie.

Thanksgiving dinner with real
home-like atmosphere to be tendered to foreign and out-of-state
students is in the making, according to Jack Johnson, special events
chairman of the Student "Y".
All students interested in helping to plan the event are Invited,
to attend a meeting to be held
Tuesday at 1:31 at the "Y" lounge,
220 8. Seventh street.
"We would like to have as many
students and organizations help
ut on the dinner as we can get,"
Johnson said. "We want to show
people from other parts of the
world and other parts of the country that Staters can share their
Thanksgiving."

(Continued from page 1)
the local option proposals, acosedMg to Dr. Brants. As he explained
It, if both No. 2 and No. 12 passed,
but No. 2 passed with a higher
total of votes, it would nullify No.
12, regardless.
With the disillusionment Dr.
Bruntz handed out some comfort
to poor, confused voters:
"In the future, voters will be
spared the difficulty of voting on
a proposition containing several
proposals. The passage of Proposition No. 10 Insures that in the
future each provision will contain
only owe tome for the voter to
decide."

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE
TYPEWRITER: Remington
Standard semi-noiseless. Co m pletely overhauled last quarter.
Retails downtown for $82.50 to
$100. Will sell for $65. Small deposit will hold. 426 S. Seventh St.
Bal. 2114-R.
TYPEWRITER: Underwood
Portable. Needs repair. $10. 426 S.
Seventh st. Bal. 2114-R.
1930--16 CLY. CAD: 54,000
original mileage. Motor in perfect
condition inside and out. Original
owner. Call Santa Clara 1652-J.
1936 CHEV. COUPE: Good mechanical condition. Call Bal. 6500.
Ask Barbara for appointment.
1937 WILLYS COUPE: Good paint
job. In good running condition. See
Rudy Aguirre, 202 S. 11th. Bal.
8640, or bookstore.
MIDNIGHT BLUE TUX: Like
new. Size 38. Reasonably priced.
Phone Col. 4299-M.

1934 FORD: $275. Good car.
Call Dick Conunins, Bal. 3062.
PERSONAL
JOE has his Esquire Den all
cleaned up after the pm-election
discussions. It was horrible the
way those delicious enchiladas got
spattered all over the walls, spaghetti in the sugar and meatballs
in the mustard. But people who
eat on such laudable lunches and
dandy dinners can’t stay sore at
each other, so things are aceyduecey at 36 W. SAN FERNANDO.
LOST
ASB CARD: Freshman, also
Parker 51 pen, ,black with silver
top. Contact Florence Vierra, Box
"V" coop.
MISCELLANEOUS
TERM PAPERS PROFESSIONALLY TYPEWRITTEN. Bonnie
Ireland, 211 Porter Bldg., Santa
Clara at Second. CoL 366.

After the game
Meet your friends at

MAUER’S RESTAURANT
COMPLETE FOUNTAIN
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Students Seek
Schedule Change

Peninsula Whirl
Attracts Grads
Bill Ellsworth, last year’s senior
class president returned to Sparta
yesterday for a short visit.
Sal Milian, publicity manager
for the 1947-48 La Torre, also
stopped off at the Daily office to
hash over old times.
Ellsworth reports he Is employed at Mills Field headquarters
of Pan American local airlines as
a traffic representative. He says,
"That means I sell tickets."
Ellsworth also serves as night
engineer on the Belmont Fire department, remuneration for which
Is a room to live in.
"It’s a good deal," he revealed,
"because I haven’t had to fight
any fires yet."
A benefit dance in Belmont is
his latest promotional effort, according to Ellsworth.
Milian indicated his work as
manager of the Mountain View
Chamber of Commerce Is meeting
with satisfactory success.
"On a visit to the Mountain
View city council recently I was
successful in obtaining an increased appropriation for the
Chamber of Commerce," he ex -

Gaining ground at San Jose
State and Stanford is a movement
seeking to change the schedule of
peninsula commuter trains.
Long a sore point with students
who ride the rails to early morning classes is the arrival time of
southbound trains. "C ommuter
specials" hit San Jose at 7:30, 8:35
and 9:30, too late for a mad dash
to classes. With a "7:30" it is impossible to come by train.
Southern Pacific officials have
Indicated a willingness to adjust
schedules 10 or 15 minutes if there
Is sufficient demand. They say if
proof can be supplied that 200 students are interested changes will
be made, according to Dick Atherton, Stanford, heading the movement.
Students interested in supporting the drive are asked to submit
their names and addresses to Bob
Boden in the Spartan Daily office.
The Daily is acting as liaison with
the Stanford group.
plained. "Otherwise, things are a
little slowI’ve picked only one
Community Queen so farfor the
Portola Trek."

"Have your radio repaired while you’re being de-haired"

LICURSI’S
Radio Repair Service - Barber Shop
421 E. Santa Clara Street

Phone Col. 7646

romeals

RESTAURANT
1433 IL CAMINO MEAL
South Of Redwood Ottv
FOR YOUR PLEASURE
NA. TED CRAWFORD
el Ow Hammond Organ
nese liblersion 0-5347 fee Reservations
WNCHEON

Featuring

DINNER

A LA CARTE

Home Made Desserts
Hamburgers Grilled Sandwiches
6 a.m. to 12 p.m.

175 S. 1st St.

Q: What brand of shorts
do college men swear §f
but not at?

A

Your best
NEXT-OF-SKIN!
is

ARROW

ARROW
SHORTS

UNDERWEAR

WHY? Because Arrow’s seamless seat
and patented crotch construction prevent chafing and creeping and give
ample sitting-room where needed.

$1.25 up

ARROW T-SHIRTS

$1.25 up

ARROW GUARDS

$1.00 up

Fr.. Parking in Kirby’s Let adjoining on Sacond St.
Ws give "SOH" Groan Stomps

gre

ARROW
SHIRTS and TIE;
HANDKERCHIEFS
mous
11110Mtwom

ARROW SHORTS

Come in and see our fine selection of Arrow undershorts and undershirts.

TRY Arrow shorts next time for real
comfort. They come in oxford and
broadcloth with gripper fasteners or
buttons. Try Arrow undershirts toe.

T

SHIRTS

7

es as
IP ft
IR II
Sosts awe at Sseosti

1

ENGINEER WILL GI STUDENTS WHO MOVE MUST SMOKER PLANS MADE BY DTO’s
TALK ON DESIGN TELL VA OF THEIR NEW ADDRESSES
"Design Engineering" will be
discussed today by Hal Creed, design engineer for Food Machinery
corporation, in the Little Theater
at 11:30 a.m., announced Dr.
Ralph J. Smith, head of the Engineering department.
"All students are welcome,"
declared Dr. Smith.
Creed will be the fourth of ten
speakers who will give the students of the Engineering Preview
class the professional aspects of
engineering.
The visiting engineers will explain the educational and personal
requirements for positions they
have held and a picture of the
opportunities that are open to engineers.
Following the talks, there will
be an opportunity for student
questions.

Between 2,000 and 3,000 subsistence checks mailed this month to
Northern California veterans who enrolled in school this fall will be
returned because the veteran has moved and failed to promptly inform the Veterans Administration of his new address, VA officials
report.
Federal law prohibits mail carriers from forwarding a government
cheek from one address to another. It must be delivered to the
address on the check.
Checks which cannot be delivered will be returned to the Treasury Department and held there
until the veteran submits a change
of address to the San Francisco
Regional office of the Veterans
Administration.
A veteran whose eligibility for
education under the G-I Bill runs
out after he completes at least
half of a school semester can

complete the semester at government expense. He will receiv subsistence allowances for the remaining, period.
More than a million and a half
World War U veterans were reported in training under the (i-I
Bill on September 30, 1948.
Of the 1,563,000 trainees, 897,500 were enrolled in schools -iind
colleges, 267,000 in institutional
on-farm training and 398,500 in
Job training.

active
Delta
Theta- Omega
members met with the active
alumni to discuss future plans at
a joint smoker last Friday night
In the DTO house.
Sunday morning a pledging
ceremony was held for 13 new
pledges. Following the ceremony
the members and pledges had

breakfast at the Napoli Cafe.
The new pledges are: Dick Angus, Bob DeBisschop, Will Drew,
Terry Hickey, Gail Hoffman, Eben
Hubbard, Ronald King, Don La Faye,
Ken Moulton, Denoyer
O’Laughlin, Max Palmer, Bud
Prindle,‘and Wally Summers:

HAVE YOU TRIED PIZZA YET?
Delicious . . . Appetizing . . . Different

A Famous Italian Delicacy
Come to San Jose’s One and Only

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
CHOICE AMERICAN and ITALIAN DINNERS
292 South MarkstStraat

Columbia 3943

"CHESTERFIELD is
building another big,
aetv Wily for us
smokers who like the
MILDER cigarette...
It’s MY cigarette."
a

RADIO’S FAVORITE SON
0

STAR OP CHRSTERFIRLD’S

ARTHUR GODFREY TIME
a

wish I could take you in my Navion
plane over the big, new factory Chesterfield
is building at Durham, N. C. It’s a honey. It
will help supply the ever-increasing demand
for the MILDER cigarette."

YOURS
Owl*

lastmrr C Mum Itimiao

